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Abstract 

 
 This report contains the summary of the “Magnetophoretic Bead Trapping 
in a High-Flowrate Biological Detection System” LDRD project 74795. The 
objective of this project is to develop a novel biodetection system for high-
throughput sample analysis. The chief application of this system is in detection of 
very low concentrations of target molecules from a complex liquid solution 
containing many different constituents – some of which may interfere with 
identification of the target molecule.  The system is also designed to handle air 
sampling by using an aerosol system (for instance a WESP – Wet Electro-Static 
Precipitator, or an impact spray system) to get air sample constituents into the 
liquid volume.  The system described herein automatically takes the raw liquid 
sample, whether air converted or initially liquid matrix, and mixes in magnetic 
detector beads that capture the targets of interest and then performs the sample 
cleanup function, allowing increased sensitivity and eliminating most false 
positives and false negatives at a downstream detector. 
 The surfaces of the beads can be functionalized in a variety of ways in 
order to maximize the number of targets to be captured and concentrated. 
Bacteria and viruses are captured using antibodies to surface proteins on 
bacterial cell walls or viral particle coats.  In combination with a cell lysis or PCR 
(Polymerase Chain Reaction), the beads can be used as a DNA or RNA probe to 
capture nucleic acid patterns of interest.  The sample cleanup capability of this 
system would allow different raw biological samples, such as blood or saliva to 
be analyzed for the presence of different infectious agents (e.g. smallpox or 
SARS).  For future studies, we envision functionalizing bead surfaces to bind to 
chemical weapons agents, radio-isotopes, and explosives. 
 The two main objectives of this project were to explore methods for 
enhancing the mixing of the capture microspheres in the sample, and to develop 
a novel high-throughput magnetic microsphere trap. We have developed a novel 
technique using the magnetic capture microspheres as “stirrer bars” in a fluid 
sample to enhance target binding to the microsphere surfaces. We have also 
made progress in developing a polymer-MEMS electromagnet for trapping 
magnetic spheres in a high-flowrate fluid format. 
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Figures 

Figure 1. Conceptual layout for a multiple trace pathogen collection system. 9 
Figure 2. Schematic of the tri-axial magnetic Helmholtz coil used to characterize 

the effect of mixing on detection rate (left). Mixing of magnetic particles using 
the triaxial magnetic field system (right). 10 

Figure 3. Comparison of magnetic mixing with diffusion and manual pipette 
mixing for bovine serum and buffer at constant conditions. 11 

Figure 4. Simulations of  generated from different EM wire 

configurations (left). Lineplot comparisons of  at the 

dashed red lines in the left panel (right). 12 
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Figure 5. Flowing beads becoming trapped along the EM wire in a fluidic channel 
(top). Particle velocity as a function of radial distance from the wire (bottom). 13 

Figure 6. Bead velocity (dashed lines) and time to capture (solid lines) as a 
function of the distance from the EM wire and the tapping current. 14 

Figure 7. Bead velocity induced by the magnetic field as a function of I2 and as a 
function of distance from the EM wire (colors). 15 

Figure 8. a) Top view of the trap depicting EM wires (black) written on patterned 
polymer. b) Side view of EM wires inside channels. c) View of the rolled 
microfluidic device. 16 

Figure 9: Printed silver lines on a Kapton Film(top). Close-up of needle printed 
silver lines (bottom). 17 

Figure 10. Characteristics of robocasted silver wires. 18 
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Nomenclature 

 
DI  deionized  
DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid 
EM  electromagnet 
LDRD  Laboratory Directed Research and Development 
PCR  Polymerase Chain Reaction 
RNA  ribonucleic acid 
SARS  severe acute respiratory syndrome 
SNL  Sandia National Laboratories 
WESP  Wet electrostatic precipitator 
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Introduction 

 
 
This SAND report contains a description of the work performed and results of 
Late Start LDRD  “Magnetophoretic Bead Trapping in a High-Flowrate Biological 
Detection System” LDRD project 74795. The objective of this LDRD was to 
develop techniques and microsystem configurations for a meso-scale (~mm) 
fluidic handling system. The system utilizes magnetic beads with built-in 
identification tags and surface functionalizations to capture targets (bioagents, 
chemical warfare agents, explosives, and radiological species) and extract these 
targets from fluid samples for rapid detection.  Both bead mixing and sample 
cleanup (bead extraction and fluid exchange) will be accomplished in the same 
system using magnetophoresis implemented through an electromagnet.   
 
Significant results include the demonstration of efficient fluid mixing using a 
three-dimensional magnetic field system. Magnetophoretic trapping of 
microspheres flowing in polymeric fluid channels was also demonstrated under 
various buffer conditions. Both the mixing and the trapping exhibit excellent 
characteristics nearly independent of solution conductivity and pH. Surrogate 
solutions for bovine blood serum, urine and milk were successfully tested, as well 
as strawberry juice and water solutions. 
 
1.0 System Description 

 
The chief application of this system is to create components for a system capable 
of detecting very low concentrations of target molecules from a complex liquid 
solution containing many different constituents – some of which may interfere 
with identification of the target molecule.  A basic system and all the necessary 
components is shown in Fig. 1. The system contains an air sampling unit (for 
instance a WESP – Wet Electro-Static Precipitator, or an impact spray system) to 
get air sample constituents into a liquid volume.  The high volume air flow and 
particulate collection occurs in the WESP, mixing and hybridization of molecular 
recognition tags with analytes of interest occurs in (2), sample cleanup and bead 
concentration in (3), and positive determination and identification occur in the 
detector sub-system (4). The system described herein automatically takes the 
raw liquid sample, whether air converted or initially liquid matrix, and mixes in 
magnetic detector beads that capture the targets of interest and then performs 
the sample cleanup function, allowing increased sensitivity and reducing false 
positives and false negatives at a downstream detector. This LDRD was limited 
to obtaining proof-of-principal data regarding the ability to perform the functions 
of the mixing and trapping components. 
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WESP

1 - WESP

2 – Mixer/
Hybridizer

3 – Trap/Concentrator

4 - Detector 
scheme  

Figure 1. Conceptual layout for a multiple trace pathogen collection 
system.  

 
 The surfaces of the beads can be functionalized in a variety of ways, and  
many research groups and companies specialize in surface functionalization.  
Only the mixing and extraction of the functionalized magnetic beads are reported 
here.  Different applications can be addressed by using different surface 
functionalizations.  Functionalizing bead surfaces with antibodies to different 
proteins enables the beads to capture various biological toxins, viruses, and/or 
bacteria.  Bacteria and viruses are captured using antibodies to surface proteins 
on bacterial cell walls or viral particle coats.  In combination with a cell lysis or 
PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) unit, the beads can be used as a DNA or 
RNA probe to capture nucleic acid patterns of interest.  The sample cleanup 
capability of this system would allow different biological samples, such as blood 
or saliva, to be analyzed for the presence of different infectious agents (e.g. 
smallpox or SARS).  Similarly, by functionalizing bead surfaces to bind to 
chemical weapons agents and explosive vapors, a detection system can be 
developed that could be used to detect traces of chemical agents and explosives 
in various settings. Finally by functionalizing bead surfaces to bind to different 
radio-isotopes, a type of a radiation getter can be developed for identification and 
concentration of radiation at very low levels as might be in the air in the vicinity of 
a dirty bomb.  
 
1.1 Unique Features 
 
 The unique features of the system are robust and multiple raw sampling 
handling (reduced processing steps) as well as enabling the detection of lower 
concentrations than is presently possible. Additional unique features are 
enhanced mixing speed (reduced total assay time), cost, scalability in flow 
volume, general WMD capability (rather than exclusive biological, chemical or 
nuclear detection), and avoiding the need for sample preparation. Basically, the 
system should work for any substance which is identifiable with a molecular 
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recognition tag whose chemistry is compatible with the bead and detector 
chemistry/photonics. 
 
2.0 Sample Mixing 

 Our mixing system uses a triaxial magnetic field described in Martin et al. 
[1]. This technique uses three nested Helmholtz coils [Fig. 2, left] to generate 
oscillatory motion in magnetic particles suspended in fluids. By manipulating the 
3 fields, magnetic particles that are initially pulled to one wall can be almost 
instantaneously mixed into the sample volume [Fig. 2, right].  The time between 
images (1) and (2) is < 1 second.  A fraction of a second after image (2) was 
captured, the magnetic particles are uniformly distributed throughout the test tube 
volume (1 ml test tube) and the image is completely black.  Horizontal and 
vertical lines of particles (3) can also be generated by magnetic field 
manipulation. 

 

        (1)         (2)         (3) 

Figure 2. Schematic of the tri-axial magnetic Helmholtz coil used to 
characterize the effect of mixing on detection rate (left). Mixing of magnetic 
particles using the triaxial magnetic field system (right).  

 
 We performed a series of experiments with streptavidin-coated beads in 
biotin-laced buffer solution.  Streptavidin coated immunomagnetic beads are 
magnetite nanoparticles coated with a thin layer of polystyrene, immunoactivated 
with cross-linkers, and then coated with many thousands of streptavidin 
molecules each capable of binding four biotin molecules.  
 We expect the fraction of targets bound to grow exponentially until 
saturation, with the exponential growth rate proportional to (number of beads) x 
(characteristic mixing speed) x (square of bead radius).  The exponential form of 
the fraction binding is exhibited in Fig. 3. The magnetic mixing outperforms 
diffusion, while not attaining the mixing efficiency of manual pipette mixing. 
However, we have not yet performed parameterized scaling and optimization of  
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Figure 3. Comparison of magnetic mixing with diffusion and manual pipette 
mixing for bovine serum and buffer at constant conditions. 

 
mixing characteristics by manipulating frequency, axial field strength, and 
excitation waveform. 
 
3.0 Magnetic Trap 

 The magnetic beads will be trapped using an electromagnet that can be 
turned on or off to facilitate controlled capture of beads and thus concentration of 
targets. We are exploring the use of polymer substrates and novel metal 
deposition techniques to develop a sheet-goods producible trap at significantly 
lower cost and high fabrication throughput. 
 
3.1 Magnetophoresis theory 
 
 The trap consists of a set of flow channels with embedded wires that act 
as electromagnets (EM).  The passage of a current I through the wire will 
generate a magnetic flux density, B [2]: 

 
r

I
B

π
μ
2

0=   Eq. 1 

where μo is the permeability of free space, and r is the radial distance from the 
wire. If the generated magnetic flux density is non-uniform , a )0( 2 ≠∇B
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magnetophoretic force is generated on a particle with radius rp, and permeability 
μp [3]: 

f
p

fp

fp
mag

B
rF

μμμ
μμ

π
2

3

2
2

∇
+

−
=  Eq. 2 

where μf is the permeability of the fluid. When a magnetic particle is pulled 
toward the electromagnet wire under the trapping force, an opposing drag force 
is also generated on the particle, ppdrag vrF πη6= , where η is the fluid viscosity, 
and vp is the particle velocity with respect to the fluid velocity. Due to the fact that 
the drag force scales linearly with the particle radius, while the trapping force 
scales to the third power of the particle radius, we chose larger particles (~10 
μm) to enhance the trapping effect. Eq. 2 also predicts that the trapping force  
 
 

 
Figure 4. Simulations of  generated from different EM wire 

configurations (left). Lineplot comparisons of  at the 

dashed red lines in the left panel (right). 

),(2 zxB∇
)10,(2 mzxB o μ=∇

 
scales as the square of B (which is proportional to the current I in the wire), and 
inversely proportional to the length-scale x of the electromagnet wire 

)(
22

x
BB ∂
∂=∇ . Simulations of for different currents and wire length-scales 

shows that sufficient trapping force can be generated with moderate currents 
(500 mA) and moderate wire dimensions (10-100 μm width, 4 μm thickness). Fig. 
4 shows a simulation of two 100 μm wide, 4 μm thick wires each carrying 333 mA 
(top,left). The bottom,left panel shows two sets of wires, each with three 20 μm 
wide lines, spaced by 20 μm. Each line carries 111 mA, producing a total of 666 
mA for the total set of wires. The total amount of current being carried in each 
case is the same (666 mA), but the different length scales of the wire features 
lead to differences in the generated . The right panel of Fig. 4 shows line 

2B∇

2B∇
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plots of both cases, indicating that the wire configuration has a significant effect 
on the distribution of the trapping force . )( 2B∇
 
3.2 Magnetophoretic Trapping Experiments 
 
 Initial experiments were performed with machined PMMA substrates with 
1 mm wide and 0.5 mm height single channels. Wires of various dimension were 
placed and glued onto the channel floor to serve as electromagnets. Parylene 
deposition was used to insulate EM wires in several experiments. Contacts to the  
 

 

 

Figure 5. Flowing beads becoming trapped along the EM wire in a fluidic 
channel (top). Particle velocity as a function of radial distance from the wire 
(bottom). 

 
electromagnet wires were made with copper tape and silver epoxy, and channels 
were closed with cover glass, double-sided tape, and epoxy for sealing leaks. 
Capillaries were glued into place for inlets and outlets. 
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 In different versions of the system, these EM wires can be replaced by 
permanent magnets, but the base configuration uses EMs.  The set of channels 
make up a 3D array allowing parallel flow of a significant volume of liquid through 
the device while still allowing individual channels to be small (on the order of 100 
to 500 microns deep) so that large magnetic field gradients can be applied to the 
particles in the channels.  The magnetic particles generally consist of magnetite 
embedded in polystyrene or some other plastic coating that is functionalized as 
described above.  Fig. 5 shows an 80 μm diameter wire carrying 1 A of current. 
The velocity plot tracks two particles (red and blue) initially traveling at 500 μm/s 
at a radial distance of ~70 μm from the wire. At this initial distance, both particles 
were trapped to the wire in less than 1 second, which means they were trapped 
after traveling ~ 500 μm parallel to the wire. These experiments have allowed us 
to design the device parameters to optimize bead trapping efficiency in terms of 
both speed of capture, and distance traveled along the channel before capture. 
Fig. 6 shows the magnetophoresis-induced velocity and time to capture of 
  

 

Figure 6. Bead velocity (dashed lines) and time to capture (solid lines) as a 
function of the distance from the EM wire and the tapping current. 

8.5 μm diameter magnetic beads suspended in DI water using a 25 μm diameter 
EM wire. As the current through the wire increases, the velocity increases and 
the time to trap decreases. An increase in velocity leads to a reduction in the 
amount of time required to capture the bead to the trap. These trapping 
experiments have also been performed in several fluids with different 
conductivities and pH, including blood, urine, and bile stimulant buffers. The 
magnetophoretic trapping works similarly under all conditions. Fig. 7 indicates 
that the trap-induced velocity is as expected - roughly linear with the squared 
current through the EM wire. 
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Figure 7. Bead velocity induced by the magnetic field as a function of I2 and 
as a function of distance from the EM wire (colors). 

3.3 Second prototype Trap Fabrication 
 
 The first trap prototype discussed previously can be adapted to a more 
mass producible format such as that shown in Fig. 8.  This fabrication technique 
utilizes hot embossing to deform plastic materials into channels that can then be 
rolled up to form an array of parallel flow channels.  Electrodes are patterned 
onto the plastic sheets allowing parallel electromagnetic traps to be localized 
within each channel.  These traps can all be accessed simultaneously with a 
single voltage source. The corrugations in the sheet provide the channel 
dimensions, and using our simulations and experimental data, we have 
determined good ranges for the channel dimensions that optimize the trapping 
efficiency. 
 Many different plastic materials, including but not limited to PMMA and 
Kapton, can be used to fabricate the array of channels.  The key property of the 
material is that the plastic deformation temperature required for the hot 
embossing process not be too low (150-180 C typical) so that the processing 
required to cure the wire traces does not deform the sheet of plastic.  Typically 
embossing is done before wire trace deposition.  Sheets of acrylic (PMMA) and 
Kapton have been hot embossed to depths of between 10’s of microns to a few 
mm.  Typically embossing molds are made from steel and can be used 100’s of 
times allowing mass production of channels. 
 An alternative method of making the plastic channel array required for the 
array of traps is to mold plastic sheets.  Injection molding could be one method 
for mass production but there is nothing limiting us to that technique. 
 A 3rd promising method of fabricating the channels involves the use of 
PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) and ‘soft lithography’ processes [4].  Such a 
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Figure 8. a) Top view of the trap depicting EM wires (black) written on 
patterned polymer. b) Side view of EM wires inside channels. c) View of the 
rolled microfluidic device. 

  
soft lithography process can be adapted to our array of channels by patterning 
PDMS on top of a hard plastic substrate and then closing the channels with a 
cover lid of plastic.  Glass could also be used in the rectangular stacked 
configuration as opposed to the rolled configuration.  In either configuration, the 
PDMS becomes the sidewall of the trapping or mixing flow channel. 
 

 3.31 Wire Printing 

 
 The metal electrodes will be written using a technology covered in the 
technical advance number SD-7815/S-104.550.  The concept uses a thermal 
reduction-oxidation process between a metallic salt as the oxidizing agent, such 
as silver nitrate, and a polymeric material as the reducing agent, such as 
polyvinyl alcohol.  A solution of the metal salt and the polymer is used to deposit 
lines inside the channels of the polymeric substrate, after which thermal 
processing (for AgNO3/PVA heating above 150C for several minutes) of this 
mixture induces the redox chemistry and leaves behind a metallic substance 
(silver for AgNO3/PVA). The writing process can be accomplished using several 
techniques, including but not limited to: ink-jet printing (Fig. 9), robocasting [5] 
(Fig. 10), and micropen instrumentation.  The thickness and width of electrodes 
can be controlled by inducing variations in the writing technique. 
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Figure 9: Printed silver lines on a Kapton Film(top). Close-up of needle 
printed silver lines (bottom). 

 
Figure 9 shows silver lines that were printed on a Kapton film. The thinnest line-
width on this sample was 300 μm, and this was accomplished using a 100 μm 
diameter nozzle. AFM measurements showed the lines are 2.2 μm thick, with a 
transition length of 30 μm (distance from the edge of the line to the point on the 
line that is at full thickness). The line-width and thickness can be controlled 
somewhat by varying the viscosity of the silver nitrate solution.  
 In Fig. 10, we summarize some of the results from robocasting, where 
channels down to 100 μm were made. One of the conclusions is that using 
higher curing temperatures leads to higher conductivities of the silver films.  
 
 

Conclusion 

 This LDRD has produced significant advancements towards development 
of a novel high-throughput biodetection system. The primary areas of 
investigation were: capture of targets from a real-world sample, concentration of 
captured targets using a novel microfluidic device, and developing magnetic 
microspheres to serve as capture-and-carry chaperones for 
concentrating/separating targets and in back-end detection. The first task 
investigated using the magnetic microsphere chaperones as magnetic stirrers. 
We conducted mixing tests using different methods of mixing, and determined 
that the magnetic mixing of the sample increased hybridization speed and 
efficiency. The second task was to develop methods for producing a prototype 
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Figure 10. Characteristics of robocasted silver wires. 

 
 
polymer-based microfluidic device for trapping magnetic particles. Early 
experiments demonstrated significant trapping forces being generated with 
currents on the order of several hundred milliamps. We have also examined the 
trapping efficiency as a function of distance from the electromagnet, fluid 
suspension properties, and magnetic field gradient. The second stage prototype 
will be fabricated using embossing of polymers and printing of silver nitrate onto 
substrates. This will enable the rapid production of roll-to-roll fabricated polymer 
microfluidics devices. 
 Smaller components of the projects ultimate goal have also been 
addressed: discussing options for producing a wet-electrostatic precipitator with 
modified design requirements to meet portable specifications, performing 
calculations to determine appropriate mixing and hybridization conditions, and 
investigating possibilities for an orthogonal assay for back-end detection. In 
addition, we began the initial development of a magnetic microsphere, with 
target-specific surface functionalizations, and internal “bar-codes” in the form of 
quantum dot assemblies. 
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